
 

 

 Winter Sales Conference  
• 85 PASSENGERS 

• Accommodation 4 night & 2 DAY use of the professional seminar facilities  

• 1 X AUDITORIUM & 7 BREAK OUT MEETING ROOMS FOR DELEGATES 
 

The Accommodation: 
The team at Corporate Peaks are delighted to propose this stunning 4* Spa Hotel In the heart of the village of 
Morzine.  
Typical of the local Haute-Savoie region, the attractive décor exudes all the elegance and charm that one can 
expect in the French Alps.  
Most conveniently, this hotel hosts some of the area’s best conference rooms and working spaces, including 
Amphitheatre seating and private meeting rooms with beautiful mountain views; ideal for encouraging 
motivation no doubt. This, accompanied by an array of private meeting rooms for use at your disposal makes 
this the perfect hotel to host a Sales Conference and due to the capacity helps to ensure the ease to the 
working logistics and aims of the break. Guests will not have to travel elsewhere only downstairs to start the 
day.  
 

Alpine Dining Experience  
Included in your bespoke package, is a fantastic high-end restaurant experience, situated in the centre of 
Morzine town. A three-course menu will be provided to each of the participating members of the conference 
and this restaurant is an attribute to the resort. Stunning food/presentation and professional service combined 
to create the ultimate dining experience.  
We often host high-end events here due to the chic and beautiful interior with a designated ‘cheese cellar’ 
below the restaurant, offering cheese and wine tasting from local farms in the ‘Savoie’ region as well as 
specialist cheeses from nearby also.  
1 Day recreational/ Skiing Included in the package is 1-day full area lift pass for each of the delegates, or 
alternative arrangements can be made for non-skiers TBC.  
 

Awards Ceremony Event  
To end the working holiday. Delegates will attend a unique gala ceremony complete with entertainment at our 
favoured unique venue set on Lake Montriond, with views over the surrounding cliffs and forest as well as the 
frozen lake this venue is second-to-none.  
 
Our catering team will be led by Michelin-star trained chef and hosted by events co-ordinators and dining staff 
that we carefully select and use often. Ensuring the highest degree of professionalism and seamlessness.  
 
Guests will be met with champagne and canapes on arrival- after being shuttled in resort using our transfer 
service, total journey time from Hotel does not exceed 10 minutes and a seating plan can be pre-arranged with 
yourself which we will set up prior to the event start. Then guests can enjoy the 3-course evening meal- using 
the sample menu that we issued earlier.  
Adjacent to the dining room is the function bar, which our staff will run and provide drinks which are included 
within the event budget that was specified.  

 

In ceremonies like this we work vigilantly to ensure the finest details are met with 

excellence and enjoy working closely with our clients to meet the demands and the 

visions that are put to us; Should you wish to oversee every aspect, or allow our co-

ordinators to do this for you, we are happy either way. 


